
Scalability & flexibility
Quickly scaling infrastructure in line  
with demand
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Increasingly complex data workloads
Adding compute and memory for complex 
workloads, while controlling costs

SAP customer challenges:

Better Together: 
SAP on Microsoft Azure 
& Intel® Technologies



Customer value - SAP on Microsoft Azure & Intel:

High-performance, scalable infrastructure
-   Fast data processing on Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, delivering: 

   Up to 12 TB of memory per virtual machine (VM) – Azure Mv2 series1

   Up to 36TB of memory for purpose-built, bare-metal instances2 and 
up to 120TB for OLAP in scale-out mode – Azure Large Instances3

-   Easy scalability with ability to spin up SAP HANA-certified systems  
in minutes

-   2.4x faster time to insights using one scale-up server compared to a 
scale-out cluster4

Consolidated platforms/ reduced total cost of ownership 
(TCO)
-   Higher memory densities enable the scale up or scale out of SAP 

HANA deployments with fewer Azure Large Instances, compared to a 
larger number of DRAM-only nodes on previous generation processors

− This enables Azure SAP HANA customers to consolidate platform 
footprint, reduce operational complexity, and lower TCO5

Faster reload times for SAP HANA customers
-   Intel® Optane™ persistent memory (PMem) expands memory 

capacity and enables low latency access to persistent data, 
allowing in-memory databases like SAP HANA to load faster

− Compared to the reload time on a DRAM-only system, 2nd 
generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors with PMem offer  
22x faster reload times for SAP HANA on Azure Large Instances6



Simplified disaster recovery/ high availability
–   Faster reload and recovery times can help some deployments 

run without high availability for non-production workloads with 
reduced service windows

– Clustering complexity and downtimes needed for upgrades 
and/or patches can also be minimized

Learn more at www.intel.com/SAP

http://www.intel.com/SAP


Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn more at www.Intel.com/PerformanceIndex.  

1 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/mv2-series and https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/partners/directory/intel-corporation/

2 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/reference-architectures/sap/hana-large-instances

3 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/workloads/sap/hana-available-skus

4 https://www.sap.com/documents/2019/09/e2426a08-687d-0010-87a3-c30de2ffd8ff.html

5 For TCO information, visit azure.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/sap-on-azure-forrester-tei/

6 Testing carried about by Microsoft. Using two S224 instances, a DRAM-only system running 6 TB of memory, and a system with 9 TB of memory consisting of 3 TB DRAM and 
6 TB of Optane PMem in a 1:2 ratio, the data reload time on the Optane system was 22x faster as compared to the reload time on the DRAM-only system. The load time on the 
DRAM system post system reboot is around 44 minutes versus 2 minutes on the Optane node. Reload times depend on the database size and the overall memory footprint of 
the nodes. For further detail visit: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/blog/next-generation-sap-hana-large-instances-with-intel-optane-drive-lower-tco/ 

Performance results are based on testing as of dates shown in configurations and may not reflect all publicly available updates. See backup for configuration details. No 
product or component can be absolutely secure. Intel does not control or audit third-party data.  You should consult other sources to evaluate accuracy.

Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.

Your costs and results may vary. 

© Intel Corporation.  Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries.  Other names and brands may be claimed as the property 
of others.  
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